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Don A. Howard, Eaq., Uhrig, Munger & Howard, for United
International Engineering, Inc.; Edwin V. Apol, Jr., Esq.,
for Morrison Knudsen Corporation; William L. Walsh, Jr.,
Esq., and Craig Dubishar, Esq., Venable, Baetjer and Howard,
for PRC Inc.; and Harvey G. Sherzer, Esq., and Nancy L.
Boughton, Esqt, Howrey & Simon, for Science Applications
International Corporation, the protesters.
John F. McCabe, for BDM International, Inc.; Michael A.
Gordon, Esq., Holmes, Schwartz & Gordon, for Logicon Eagle
Technology; and David P. Metzger, Esq., and John A. Francis,
Esq., Davis, Graham & Stubbs, for Interop Joint Venture, the
interested parties.
Herbert F. Kelley, Jr., Esq., Capt. Gerald P. Kohns, Esq.,
and Gregory A. Lund, Esq., Department of the Army, for the
agency,
David Ashen, Eaq., and John M. Melody, Esq., Office of the
General Counsel, GAO, participated in the preparation of the
decision.
DXON8T
1. Incorporation in solicitation of standard form clause at
Federal Acquisition Regulation 5 52.215-34, "Evaluation of
Offers for Multiple Awards," which contemplates a
solicitation under which award of various items is to be
made on basis of price, does not require that multiple
aflrds be made on basis of lowest aggregate cost where
solicitation specifically requires any awar-d, including
multiple awards, to be based upon a cost/technical tradeoff,
and cautions that award would "not necessarily be made . .
to the offeror(s) with the lowest most probable cost."
2. Allegation of deficiency in application of agency internal evaluation plan does not alone provide a basis for
questioning the evaluation; protest is denied where evaluation in consistent with the evaluation scheme set forth in.
the request for proposals and is otherwise reasonable.

3. Agency's mechanical application of governoment es: -:of labor rates, exempt from the Service Contract Ac,#,
determine evaluated costs for each offeror does not sa::sty
requirement for an independent analysis of each offeror's
proposed costs.
DXCISION

United International Engineering, Inc. (UIE), Morrison
Knudson-Dynamaics Research (Mg-DR), a joint venture, PRC
Inca, and Science Applications International Corporation
(SAIC) protest the Department of the $irmy's award of costreimbursement contracts to Interop Joint Venture, Logicon
Eagle Technology, Inlc., and BDM Engineering Services Company, under request for proposals (RFP) No. DAEA18-90-R0004, for support services for the Joint Interoperability
Test Center (JITC) at Fort Huachuca, Arizona. The protesters challenge the agency's evaluation of proposed costs
and question the failure to make award to the low, technically acceptable offerors, In addition, both UIE and SAIC
dispute other aspects of the evaluation of their proposals,
We sustain SAICts protest against the award to Ir.terop. We
deny the remaining protests.
The JITC plans, conducts, and reports on the testing of
command, control, communications and intelligence (C3r)
equipment and interface standards. The solicitation
requested proposals for a cost-reimbursement contract, for a
contract period of 1 basic year and 3 option years, to
furnish support to JITC in the planning, conducting, evaluating and reporting of C31 testing, the design, development,
engineering and acquisition of selected items of equipment
and instrumentation, and the operation and maintenance of
JITC facilities, including the JITC test facility at Fort
Huachuca. The solicitation required offerors to propose
34t man-years of effort, in 45 labor categories, in each
contract period; 12 of the categories--junior, "mid" and

senior engineers, computer scientists, systems analysts and
procedural analysts--accounting for 210 man-years, were
exezt from the Service Contract Act.

Clause 1-3 of the solicitation, entitled "Basis for Award,"
provided for award to be made "to the responsible offeror(s)
whose propomal(s) represent the best overall value(s) to th.e
Gonornment'; it added that the government "reserves the
right to make up to three (3) multiple awards to the
offeror(s) vho can accomplish the requirements set forth in
the solicitation nnd represent the best overall value to the
Government." The solicitation stated that technical qualifications and management were equal in importance, while
cost realism and past performance were also equal in importance and each was no more than one-half of the importance
2
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of either technical qualifications or management; it 5ur:,e:
provided that "the combination of technical, managemen.:,
cost realism and past performance areas will be
significantly more important than most probable cost."
Eleven proposals were received by the December 6, 1990,

closing date for receipt of initial proposals and all were

included in the competitive range, After wricten discussions with offerors, the agency requested best and final
offers (BEFO),

As set forth below, the agency's Source Selection Evaluation
Board (SSEB) evaluated BAFOs under the factors for technical

qualifications and management and calculated the most
probable cost of each proposal, while the Source Selection
Advisory Committee (SSAC) ranked offerors based on these
factors, past performance and cost realism:
Offeror

BDM

Technical
Qualifications
Rank
(Rating)

3

Management
lank
(Rating)

Most Probable
Cgost
Proposed
CSt

_C

$129. 978.109

1

(High Acceptable) (High Acceptable)

$116,614,936

Logicon

1
(High Acceptable)

2
(Acceptable)

$131.,094.701
$119,212,599

Interop

4
(High Acceptable)

3
(Acceptable)

$112,432,684
$ 98,586,925

SAIC

2
(High Acceptable)

6
(Acceptable)

$120S
498,a30
$106, 015, 33

6
(Acceptable)

9
(Acceptable)

$117.221,344
$102,887, .62

PRC

MK-DR

10
(Low Acceptable)

UZE
....

11
(Susceptible
to Bking Made
Acceptable)

4
(Acceptable)
11
(Low Acceptable)

$ 99.7386 O
$ 85,089,353

$10Q3,757. -$ 89,121,321

BSO, Logicon, Interop and SAIC were found by the agency to
be the "front runners." The SSAC recommended to the Source
Selection Authority (SSA) that award be made to BDM and
Logicon on the basis of their "clearly superior" proposals;
it noted that their proposals had been rated "significantly
higher" by the SSEB with respect to technical qualifications
and management and that their past performance had been
3
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excellent, Although the SSAC recognized that BDM's a..
Logicon's most probable cost was somewhat higher, exc_--rthe revised internal government estimate ($120 millior zy
approximately 9,2 percent, it concluded that the overa.i
value of the proposals justified their higher costs
The SSAC rated Interop's proposal the next highest after
BDM's and Logicon's, and "slightly higher" than SAIC's
proposal. Although SAIC's proposal was rated "quite close"
to Interop's with respect to technical qualifications and
management, and the past performance of the two offerors
"did not appear to be much different," the SSAC noted that
Interop's most probable couf was approximately 7,7 percent
less than SAIC's, Tho SSAC further concluded that Interop's
proposed fee structure--an evaluated 0 percent base fee and
10 percent award fee--which was evaluated under one of the
five cost realism criteria, was more likely to motivate zhe
contractor to provide superior services than SAICfs proposed
fee structure--an evaluated 3 percent base fee and 8 percent
award fee. As a result, the SSAC recommended to the SSA
that Interop should be selected if a third award was to be
made.
The SSA, in turn, determined that the proposals submitted by
BDM, Logicon and Interop offered the best overall value,
Specifically, the SSA stated that "I accept and adopt the
SSAC unanimous recommendation and supporting rationale Do
award contracts to (BDM, Logicon and Interop), I agree :r-e
additional cost for (BDM, Logiconj is more than offset ty
the higher quality contained in their proposals. (Inter-:r
represents the next best value to the Government." Upc.,
learning of the resulting awards to BDM, Logicon and
Iraterop, these protests were filed by SAIC, PRC, MK-DR ar.i
UIE with our Office.
BEST OVERALL VALUE
The protesters first contend that the awards were improFer
because they were based upon an evaluation of the "best
overall value," that is, on the basis of a coct-techni.-3:
tradeoff. Although the protesters acknowledge that c!3 A
H*3iof the solicitation provided for a best value analy-.;,
tho.argue that the solicitation provided for award to t.-?
lowj technically acceptable offerors where multiple awar:
wvetmade.

Specifically, they point out that the

solic::3-

tion incorporated by reference the standard form clause it
Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) S 52.215-34, enti:.e:
"Evaluation of Offers for Multiple Awards," which prov::es
that:
"In addition to othsr factors, offers will be
evaluated on the basis of advantages and disadvantages to the Government that might result frc..
4
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making more than one award (multiple awards),
is assumed, for the purpose of evaluating proposals, that $500 would be the administrative cost
to the Government for issuing and administering
each contract awarded under this solicitation and
individual awards shall be for the items or combinations of items that result in the lowest aggregate cost to the Government, including the assumed
administrative coats."
While the standard clause at FAR S 52,215-34 generally
provides for awards to be made that result in the lowest
aggregate cost, clause M-3 of the solicitation specifically
reserved to the government 1'1he right to make up to three
(3) multiple awards to the offeror(s) who can accomplish the
requirements set forth in the solicitation and represent the
best overall value to the Government," Clause M-3 provided
for "best overall value" to be determined based upon the
evaluation of technical qualifications, management, cost
realism and past performance, as well as most probable cost,
and cautioned that award would "not necessarily be made
, , , to the offeror(s) with the lowest most probable cost,"
Thus, clause M-3 clearly and unequivocally required any
award, including multiple awards, to be based upon a
cost/technical tradeoff, rather than upon the lowest
aggregate cost. The standard form clause at FAR
S 52.215-34, which contemplates a solicitation under which
the award of various line items is to be made on the basis
of price, is not relevant to a solicitation such as this
where technical considerations are paramount. jn AlliedSiagnal Arsc
Cg., B-240938.2, Jan. 18, 1991, 91-1 CPD
1 58. Accordingly, the specific express provisions of
clause M-3 take precedence over the general language of the
standard Jorm clause.
UZE EVALUATION (TECHNICAL, MANAGEMENT AND PAST PERFORMANCE)
UZE questions the evaluation of its proposal under the
factors for technical qualifications, manage&.oAnt and past
performance.
Thq determination of the relative merits of proposals is

pr"jarvly a matter of agency discretion which we will not
disturb unless it is shown to be without a reasonable basis

ox bconsistent with the evaluation criteria listed in the
Riv: Viruinia Technoloav Assoagg, B-241167, Jan. 29, 1991,
91-1 CID I 80.

As indicated above, UIE was ranlked last of 11 offerors with
respect to both management and technical qualifications, the
two most important evaluation factors (other than most
probable cost); with respect to management, its proposal was
found to be "low acceptable," while under the factor for
5
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technical qvalilications, its proposal was found to be zn y
"susceptible of being made acceptable," UIE was both
debriefed on, agid, as part of the agency report, furnished a
copy of, the agency's detailed evaluation The evaluation
under the factor for technical qualifications listed
approximately 19 disadvantages characterized as a
"significant deficiency but correctable" and 8 disadvantages
characterized as a "correctable deficiency--small impact";
in addition, the evaluadion questioned the adequacy of UIE's
response to 9 sample tasks,
Notwithstanding the detailed ianformation available to it,
UIE failed to substantively respond to most of the perceived
disadvantages. With respect to the disadvantages which it
does address, UIE has offered only general, repetitive

references to large sections of its proposal--e..u, "this
was discussed in detail in pages 12 through 20 of our
Technical Volume"--which do not refute the agency's specific
observations, For example, ius response to the agency's
determination that it had failed to discuss communications
security (COQSEC) requirements, UIE responded by referring
to several pages in its proposal; these pages, however,
simply stated that COMSEC equipment operation, support, and
configuration is a contractor mission, without discussing
how UIE would perform that mission. While UIE has responded
in more detail to most of the approximately 15 perceived
management disadvantages, many of its responses amount to no
more than mere disagreement with the agency--jg.g, as to
whether UIE proposed a sufficient number of key management
personnel for the specified level-of-effort. Mere
disagreement with the agency evaluation, however, does not
demonstrate the unreasonableness of the evaluation. Id.
We find that UIE has not demonstrated that the Army's overall conclusion, that the firm had submitted inadequately
written technical and management proposals, was
unreasonable.
Although UI also generally alleges that any failure to adequately address solicitation requirements was the result of
the agency's failure to raise the matter during discussions,
it neither specifies the alleged inadequacies in discussions
nor explains why the wide-ranging discussions held with it,
whtck touched upon nearly every evaluation criteria and
sample task, did not afford it a fair and reasonable opportunity in the context of the procurement to identify and
correct the central weakness in its proposal, that is, its
generalized failure to explain in any depth its proposal
approach. fagM Miniura2h.Inc.,L B-237873.2, May 14, 1990,
90-1 CPD 1 470. Likewise, while UIE alleges that the
evaluation reflected the agency's prejudice against it as a
small (disadvantaged) business concern, there is no
indication in the record of bias or bad faith on the part of
6
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evaluators, and UTE offers no such evidence, The
solicitation failed to include a 10 percent evaluation
preference for small disadvantaged business concerns, and,
contrary to UIE's argument, this was not required since
award was not based on price and price-related factors,
Department of Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation
Supplement 6 219,7001(a), and does not in itself demonstrate
prejudice, Prejudicial motives will not be attributed to
contracting officials on the basis of unsupported
allegations, inferences, and suppositions as are advanced by
UIE, jg g Avoaadro Energy Sys., B-244106, Sept. 9, 1991,
91-2 CRD ¶ 229.

With respect to past performance, the solicitation required
offerors to furnish specified information concerning all
govorrnint contracts within the past 5 years which were
similar to the JITC contract; the solicitation advised
offerors that it was the "intention" of the contracting
1 officials for
officer to contact cognizant contracting
purposes of evaluating offerors' performance. Although
agency evaluators received favorable assessments regarding
some aspects of performance under some UIE contracts--&.,.I,
"very good" management--they also received less favorable
assessments for other contracts--g.Lg, reports that agency
personnel had "lost confidence in UIE's ability to properly
perform," or that UIE "could have been more aigressive" in
pursuing excellence. UIE contends that the agency's documentation misquotes, in part, the oral responses received
concerning its performance, mistakenly attributes the cause
of performance problems to UIE, includes comments resulting
from the bias of contracting officials, fails to fully
reflect improvements or the overall quality of performance
on the contracts discussed, and is otherwise flawed and
incomplete because the agency received reports for only 5 of
20 listed contracts.
Prejudice is an essential element of a viable protest, and
where no prejudice is shown or is otherwise evident, our
Office will not disturb an award, even if some technical
deficiency in dhe award arguably may have occurred. lerrifk
Enfa. Inc.. B-238706.3, Aug. 16, 1990, 90-2 CPD 1 130.
Sinc UIZ was ranked last of 11 offerors with respect to
both management and technical qualifications, and therefore
had/no tnsionable chance for award, notwithstanding its
lower proposed cost, we find that any deficiency which may
have oxisted in the evaluation of UIE's past performance,

one ofr the least important evaluation factors, did not
materially prejudice that offeror.
SAIC EVALUATION (MANAGEMENT)
SAIC challenges the evaluation of its proposal under the
management factor, essentially arguing that given the weight
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assigned to the various management criteria and subcr-e:eria
by the agency's internal evaluation plant its proposal
should have been ranked third, not sixth, in this area,
SAIC's rationale involves establishing point scores for each
criterion and subcriterion of the management factor
evaluation, We find that SAIC's point scoring scheme does
not account for the differences between proposals as fully
explained in the evaluation narrative and reflected in the
summary ratings for management, but not necessarily shown by
different adjectival ratings for criteria and subcriteria,
For example, two proposals might be "acceptable" for the
autonomy of their on-stte management, but have substantially
different advantages and disadvantages in the evaluation of
that subcriterion--differencesultimately reflected in the
agency's overall evaluation but not reflected in SAIC's
point scoring scheme, SAIC has not questioned the
underlying narrative evaluation of its proposal under the
management factor, and having reviewed the proposals
themselves and the evaluation record, we do not find that
the agency's evaluation was unreasonable.
MOST PROBABLE COST
The protesters challenge the Army's most probable cost
calculations to the extent they are based upon upward
adjustments in labor rates. The Army substantially
increased the costs proposed by the three awardees and
four protesters in calculating the most probable cost of :he
offers; the adjustments overwhelmingly resulted from the
agency's determination that the proposed direct, SCA-exerpt
labor rates were coo low and the agency's upward adjustu-en:
of the rates,
In preparing to evaluate cost proposals, the Army established a series of rate ranges for each of the 12 SCA-exerpt
labor categories specified in the solicitation. Accordtrq
to testimony given at the hearing on this case, the agen.:y
cost/price analyst first calculated rate ranges based upon
proposals received for a contract awarded in 1988 to opernte
the Army's Ulectrouagnetic Environmental Test Facility
(E33Ff) at fort Huachuca, and a published salary index f::
technical apecialists. Transcript (TR) at 181-188. (Th^e
DS
1splans, conducts and reports on the simulation,
modalingv testing, measurement and analysis of electront:
systisi with the emphasis upon their electromagnetic c.-.
patibiityr and vulnerability.)
The chairman of the SSEB cost committee testified that he
then expanded the ranges based upon three factors. First,
he took into consideration the rates under agency contracts
supporting the JITC effort at Fort Huachuca. TR at 90-93.
Of the nine contracts he consulted, threw were awarded by
Fort Huachuca, five were awarded by Fort Monmouth,
8
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New Jersey, and one was awarded by the Navy in San P.se7:;
California; all covered services that were encompassed
within the current contract effort or were otherwise in
support of the JITC mission. Second, the chairman cons.:red
a second salary index for technical specialists, TR at
93-94. Third, he took into consideration the quality of the
services desired, The chairman stated that the agency
needed "highly sophisticated, highly complex support
services" for which the agency anticipated it "might have r.o
pay top dollar"; he agreed that the agency "was striving to
seek . ., the very beat that was available in the market
place," TR at 97, 138-139, Indeed, the chairmar testified
that he did not believe that the government was "bound to
adhere to the qualification requirements" for each labor
category an set forth in the statement of work (SOW) when
evaluating cost realism, TR at 140; according to the chairman, "the labor qualifications are
, . what the
contractor's personnel must meet when and if they win the
contract and when and if they bring personnel on board . . .
(they] don't have any purpose in the evaluation," By memorandum dated January 16, 1991, the chairman furnished the
resulting rate ranges for each SCA-exempt labor category to
the cost evaluators "for evaluation purposes4 ; he instructed
them that "if the proposed rate falls BELOW the above
ranges, we will make an UPWARD adjustment for evaluation
purposes in calculating most probable cost,"
,

During negotiations, the Army advised offerors that many :t
the proposed direct labor rates for SCA-exempt labor categories "appear to be low"; it did not, however, advise t:nem
of the government rate ranges. In their BAFOs, 9 of 11
offerors proposed labor rates below the government ranges,
including, among others: BDM, for 11 of 12 SCA-exempt
categories Logicon, 8 categories; Interop, 11 categories;
SAIC, 7 categories; PRC, 8 categories MK-DR, 9 categories;
and JIE, 11 categories. Although the chairman of the SSC3
cost committee has denied that the January 16 instruct1:-s
to evaluators required an automatic upward adjustment of
proposed rates below the government ranges, and both he 3.."
another evaluator testified that any adjustments were male
only after consideration of offerors' rationale for the
preosed rates, we find that every rate below the goverr.-.-rasuvwas adjusted upward to the mid-point of the range.
TR #it'-,3p 225-226. Proposed labor rates within the
rap*e, but below the mid-point, were not adjusted upwara.
TR at 296. For example, the government range for a midlevel systesm analyst was $18 to $23, with a mid-point :;
$20.50; accordingly, while one offeror's (SAIC) proposei
rate of $17.48 was adjusted upward to $20.50, another
offeror's (Logicon) proposed rate of $18.24 apparently wis
not adjusted.
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The protesters argue that the government labor rate ravnges
were based on inadequate information anrd improperly
reflected the agency's desire for personnel with qualifications in excess of those required by the solicitation,
In addition, they contend that the agency arbitrarily and
improperly applied the rate ranges during the cost evaluation without any consideration of an offeror's rationale
for
its proposed SCA-exempt labor rates,
When an agency evaluates proposals for the award of a costreimbursement contract, an offeror's proposed estimated
of contract performance and proposed fee, should not be cost
considered controlling since, regardless of the costs proposed by an offeror, the government is bound to pay the
contractor its actual and allowable cost.s, FM
a
15.605(d);
n, Kinton. Inc. 67 Comp, Gen, 226 (198O), 88-1 COD
¶ 112.
Consequently, a cost realism analysis must be performed
the agency to determine the extent to which an offeror'sby
proposed costs represent what the contract should cost,
assuming reasonable economy and efficiency, CAgTI Tnc.Fe£fiuk, 64 Coup, Gen, 71 (1984), 84-2 CVD 1 542, Because
the contracting agency is in the best position to make
this
cost realism determination, our review is limited to determining whether the agency's cost realism inalyais is reasonably based and not arbitrary. Grey adV-rtis 4 ncy. nc.,
55 Comp. Gon. 1111 (1976) 76-1 CPD 1 324; United Ecuip.,
Inc., B-245235, Dec. 26, 1991, 91-2 CPD 1 580.
As part of the cost realism analysis, azn agency may compare
proposed labor rates with the rates under xecent competitively awarded contracts for similar efforts. Crier Joint
YVnturei
B-233703, Mar. 13, 1989, 89-1 CPD 1 268; ", Anamnet
LaboratorietI IncL B-241002, Jan. 14, 1991, 91-1 CPD 1
A. To Kearney, Inc., B-237731, Mar. 19, 1990, 90-1 CPD 31;
1 305. Here, notwithstanding the chairman of the SSEB's
testimony that the agency was seeking "the very bent" personnel, and was not "bound to adhere to the qualification
requirements" set forth in the solicitation for each labor
category, the record does not establish that the rate ranges
is.
were based on qualification requirements signifi]difering from those in the solicitation or oll inadefrmation, Rather, the record shows that the agency
ed. proposed labor rates for SCA-exeapt labor categoV#th a rate range derived from its experience under
$contract at Fort Huachuca, which includes generallythe
coqarable categories of labor proposed for somewhat similar
work, and from its experience with work umder prior contracts which was encompassed within the current. procurement
or was otherwise in support of the JITC mlasion. Although
tho government rate ranges were not based upon input from
the Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) the Army reports
that audit assistance in this regard would not be useful
because the cognizant DCAA activity for each offeror, while
10
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familiar with the offeror's cuirent rates
for work elsewhere, would be unfamiliar with the prevailing
rates at For:
fuachuca, TR at 131, In any event, while
be of asitstance to a contracting officer 0CAM audits may
proposed costs, they are only advisory in in evaluating
nature and are not
generally required for a proper cost analysis.
namet
Lartpriesl IncD, supral
Accordingly,
rate rangns were based on historical data se find that the
concerning labor
rates for work In aupport Of the JITC mission,
and that it
was reasonable tor the agency to take them
consideration tn evaluating cost realisn, into
While a reasonably derived agency estimate
of direct,
unburdened labor rates for comparable
based upon historical experience, can lnbor categories,
standard against which the realism of provide an objective
proposals can be
measured, an agency may not mechanically
apply that estimate
to determine evaluate d costs, It may
well be that in some
instances an estimate has limited applicability
to a
particular company, as for example where
such company currently employs comparable personnel in
the same geographic
area for a different combination of wages
and benefits. In
thote instances, any absolute reliance
upon estimates could
have the effect of arbitrarily and unfairly
penalizing the
firm and depriving the government of
the benefit available
from such a firm. Accordingly, in
to undertake a
proper cost realism evaluation, theorder
agency must independently analyze the realism of an offeror's
proposed costs
based upon its particular approach, perSonnOl
and other
circumstances, Ifg Allied Cleaning Sorva.,
rtnc., 69 Comp.
Gen. 248 (1990), 90-1 CPD ¶ 275 (realism
prices)/ rinton. Ino., sjgag c[. Range of proposed
Technical Serva,
68 Comp. Gen. 81 (1988), 88-2 CPD ¶
474.

As indicated above, agency cost evaluators
notwithstanding the facts that the January testified that
seemingly called for the automatic upward 16 memorandum
adjustment o!.
proposed rates which were below the governnent
rate ranges,
and that every such below-range rate was
adjusted, they in
fact..first coneidered each offeror's rationale
for its rates
tetSW makin9any adjustments. We find
Stion this testimony with respect no basis upon which
to the proposals
3 tted
by RRC, UIE and MK-DRI since we conclude
that
twyroposals failed to demonstrate that
the
offeror's
g ciar circumstances were such as to
render application
of th govnrnsent rate ranges unreasonable.
In response to
the agency', statement during negotiation
that many of their
SCA-exempt rates appeared low, PRC and
the rates reflected tht current averageUIE explained that
salaries they paid
to employees with comparable

qualifications* They did not,
however, list or otherwise document
they explain why they believed that such salaries. Nor did
salaries for work
elsewhere were indicative of the salaries
that they would be
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required to pay for work to be performed at Fort Huachuca.
Although UoE also included with its proposal a small numbzer
of resumes of individuals to whom it apparently had made
"contingent offers of employment," it redacted the name of
each individual and documented neither the acceptance of any
such offer nor the agreed upon salary. Likewise, while
MD-DR generally referred to a salary survey for the nearby
Tucson, Arizona area, it did not include it in the proposal.
With respect to SAIC, however, the agency failed to
independently analyze SAIC's justification for its proposed
SCA-exempt labor rates. The agency cost evaluator for
SAIC's proposal testified that SAWC did not adequately
support its proposed labor rates. TR at 232, 258. We find
that SAWC in fact explained in its proposal that its rates

were based upon the average rates for personnel in

comparable labor categories under its current Information
Mission Area Support (IMA) contract at Fort Huachuca,

pursuant to which it provides information systems
engineering, integration, systems analysis, test, and

installation support. Although there has been an increase
in the labor rates under the IMA contract over thoue

initially proposed, our review of SAIC's proposed JITC rates

confirms that they are generally comparable to the current
(May 1991) rates for the IMA labor categories.
Furthermore, contrary to the Army's view, we do not find
from a comparison of the respective SONs that the IMA
requirements are less technically demanding than, and thus
not comparable to, the JITC requirements. Indeed, the
minimum personnel qualifications requirements in the two
SONs suggest the contrary; for nearly two-thirds of the
comparable labor categories, the IMA SOW imposes higher
education/expnrience requirements than does the JITC SOW.

As the Army notes, SAIC did not include in its proposal the
current INS rates. However, we do not view this as a reason
for not considering the IMA. rates in the cost evaluation.
The USa contract was for services at Fort Huachuca and was

at

*- A.

*

Al*ato the contracting officials there. Indeed, the
'aemted the overhead rate under the IMA contract as
for th overhead rate proposed under the JITC conour view, given (1) the requirement for a cost
~ZIn
nalysis; (2) the relevance to this analysis of
_
ketnte under a substantial, cost-type contract for
rvices
e* at Fort Huachuca; (3) the magnitude of
the proposed cost adjustment; (4) the magnitude of the
overall JITC contract; and (5) SAIC's reference to the tIA
ratio and their ready availability to contracting officials,
the ISR rates, wirbelieve the Army was ruquired to consider
the ISl rates b*tore adjusting SAIC's proposed labor rates
upward. a. arine Diesels PhillrthiPv B-232619; B-232619.2,
Jan. 27, 1989, 89-1 CPD ¶ 90. Therefore, we conclude that
12
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the Army has not justified the application of its rate range
to SAIC's proposal when that offeror based its proposed
rates on a curront contract with comparable labor categories
performing generally similar work at Fort Huachuca.
Finally, to the extent that the Army relied on its own
estimates, we find that the consequent adjustments to
offerors' proposed labor rates for coat realism purposes
were arbitrary and lacking in support. Again, the agency
adjusted proposed labor xates outside the government rate
range to tho mid-point ot' the range, but did not adjust
upward proposed labor rates in the lower half of the range,
even when those were at the bottom of the rango. This
resulted in significant disparities in the evaluation of
particular offerors with respect to particular labor categories. For example, as noted above, one offeror's proposed
rate of $17.46 for a aid-level systems analyst was adjusted
upward to the range mid-point of $20.50, while another
offeror's rate of $16.24 was not adjusted. Of course, an
offerox's particular proposed approach or personnel or other
circumstances may render application of the agency'a
estimate unreasonable, justifying a different evalutted
rate. In the absence of such information, we believe that
the agancy should have evaluated each offeror's proposed
costs based upon the same best estimate of the likely labor
rates. Here, although the agency established a range of
rates for each labor category, all adjustments were made to
the mid-point of each range; in effect, the mid-points
represented the agency's best estimate of likely rates for
the labor categories. Therefore, the rates of each offeror
who did not justify its proposed rates should have been
adjusted to the mid-point of the rate range; thus, in the
example above, if both the $17.48 and $18.24 rates were
unjustified, then both should have been adjusted to $20.50.
Since the Army has not argued, nor is it otherwise evident,
that the dcsparitles resulted from offerors' particular
caircstance* enconsidsr such disparate treatment
awardees maintain that whatever deficien4i4
Itted in the cost realism evaluation, the
not prejudiced becaus*, in their view,
any adjustments to the proposd labor rates,
w..ould not have been in l1ne for award
They
tM Uproposed costs of all offerors were
y a somwhat coaparabla amount, ranging
of $14,649,553 (16.4 percent) for UIE to
from as
an adjuetant of $11,662#102 (10 percent) for Logicon.
Metin that th caination of "quality" evaluation factors
--tatosa qualifications, management, peat performance,
and cot elie-wa significantly more imortant than most
prVbable cost, they point out that the agency rated the BOM
ard Logicon proposals significantly higher" with respect to
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the technical qualifications and management factors, and
that SAIC's management approach and fee structure were
viewed as lees advantageous than Interop's In addition,
they point to the testimony of the SSA that neither PRC nor
U01 would have been in line for award even if their costs
had not been adjusted while other offerors' costs were
adjusted upward. The SSA testified that PRC was "far below
the primary contenders"' with respect to VIE, he stated that
"based on their performance on the technical and the
management and other factors, there would be no way in the
world that . . . they could perform that work as well as any
of the other offerors.' TR at 540, 542. With respect to
SAIC, the 85A testified that rather than make award to the
firm, he "probably' would not make a third sward, that is,
not make an award to either SAIC or Interop. TR at 547.
toere, as here, an agency clearly violates procurement
requirements, we will resolve any doubts concerning the
prejudicial effect of the agency's action in favor of the
protester, Gineal FrgoIeCtion Svu.L '0 Coqop Gen. 345
(1991), 91a'1 CFO
s30 and the reasonable possibility of
prejudtce is a sufficient basis for sustaining the protest.
Ngfi~pson corn,& Marris Wholesale Co-~~Raedft..
m-243618 2
SSMi., A.
, 1991, 91-2 CPD 1 170.
In this regard, PRC
wag ranked only sixth under the technical qualifications
factor and miinth under management,
^s-DR tenth ("low
acceptablr) under technical qualifications and fourth under
management, s4> UIt as discussed above, last under both
technical qpiplkicationa ("susceptible to being made
acceptablp} and management ("low acceptable'). In view of
(1) the significantly greater importance under the stated
evaluation scheme of the "quality" factors, (2) the relative
weakness of tbeir proposals under the two most important
'quality' faEtora--technical qualifications and management,

and (3)' mm, clusion that the agency was justified in
making- ficant upward adjustment in their proposed
theixr failure to support.theLr below*t041
g69^J"|w-t
Si we agree that the mw no competitive
fflCKR or UIs.
We deny their protests in
SMCo ye find that the ncord establishes
ossibility that the Army#* failure to
ale cost realism ewaluation of SAIC's
te in the course of calculating its most
tted in competitive pnjudic. to SAIC
refli tea btorop^. SAIC referenced sigaitcant evJ;Aonce-a curnmt er
t with comparable labor categories
pwfexuiAg genrally similar work at tort achuca--of the
mnncableness of its lower rat.
Inte, on the other
band, failed to support its labor rates for SC-exempt
categories. Whn questioned by the agency about its 'low"
labor rates, Interop merely referenced its reliance on
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unspecified "average" corporate rates, "Salary Survey
pofts, other "salary survey data," and the "Federal Grade
leol structure"; most of this data was niot immediately
avaitable to contracting officials at Fort Huachuca and
the"s was no explanation as to how the data, presumably
based on work performed elsewhere, supported the proposed
rates for the work to be performed at Fort Huachuca. Had
SAIC's labor rates been found to have been reasonable and
Interop's rates found to be unsupported and properly subject
to adjustment upward to the mid-points of the rate ranges,
SAIC's most probable coat would have been several million
dollars les than Interop's.

As for the SSA's testimony concerning his reluctance to make
award to SAIC, wv find that it is inconsistent with bcth the
stated evaluation criteria and the contemporaneous evaluation record. SAC was ranked second under the technical
qualifications factor, while Interop was ranked only fourth.
Although SATC's proposal was criticized by the MSS under
the quality control subcriterion of the management factor
for proposing to use the sam quality control officer for
both the IS and JZTC contract, SaTC received the same
. aing
t;
(acceptable) as did Interop under this suboriterion,
aS"ia any case, this suhcriterion was tbe fifth least

important suboriterion under one of seven criteria under the
management factor. Indeed, the SSAC in its recommendation
to the 3S& nowhere mentioned this aspect of SAIC's proposal.
On the contrary, it stated that SAIC's rating under the
technical tt management factors was "wquite close" to that
of Interop. Our reading of the SSAC'3 recommendation indicates that SAIC and Interop were closely ranked and that the
final determination as to which to recommend for the third

awardwas based in large part upon Interop's lower most
The Sf adopted the ISAC's view in this
probable cott
regard,, stat
in the source selection decision that "I
th I SAC unanimous recommendation and
1to award contracts to' DOW, Logicon, and
-i

t-e entire record, including statements
in response to a protest, in determining
a selection decision is supportable, ge
_tation Training CenIera rnc.: RUfleatone

-J

+

3-2331131 3-233113.2, Feb. 15, 1989,
ne generally accord greater weight to conselection materials rather than stateaetbs *ISA'as testimony, moat ia response to
el @* atiot. An Dvncorno Wo2452690 -&44209.o2f

Sao" upon our review of the
next. NWt living due wnight to the coateqporaneous
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wv conclude that there is a

-.taocable possibility that the Army's iproper evaluation
'of SCI's :cost proposal, which may have led to the mistaken
a
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conclusion that its most probable cost exceeded Interop's,
deprived SAIC of the opportunity of receiving the third
award. We therefore sustain SAIC's protest against the
anard to Interop on this basis.
Accordingly, we are recommending that the Army reevaluate
the cost realism and moat probable cost of SAIC's and
Interop's proposals and, based upon the results of that
reevaluation, reconsider the award to Interop. The agency
should fully and adequately document its cost/technical
tradeoff and resulting source selection determination. If
the agency determines that award to SAIC is appropriate, or
that no third award is appropriate, then Interop's contract
should be terminated for the convenience of the government.
We also find that SAIC is entitled to recover its costs of
filing and pursuing the protest, including reasonable
attorneys' fes.
4 C.FR. S 21.6(d)(1) (1991).
The protest of SAWC is sustained.
MS-DR and UZI are denied.
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